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COVID-19 coronavirus business hygiene review template. This document is designed to help you ensure that hygiene is at the 
forefront of all your processes and actions, to help you ensure the health and wellbeing of your team and customers, and keep 
your organisation operational, safely.

.'Walk your Walk' - Critical Tasks and Areas to cover* FINDINGS & DISCUSSION REPORT

Task 1 Note down all door & entry/exit touch points.

Task 2

Note down your internal and external signage needs. This needs to act as a highly visible 
reminder of the two-metre social distancing rule, to help ensure compliance. Consider 
also the best footfall flow to help people maintain the appropriate distance. Note down 
where you are likely to need signage to explain and reinforce these rules.

Task 3

Handwashing facilities - ask yourself the below questions and note down your answers
Are our existing WC locations and distances appropriate, or are they too far away or 
insufficient in number?
If too far or too few, then mobile hand wash Stations would help fill this gap, 
immediately raising hygiene levels.
Also, consider using hand towels for more hygienic hand drying. What are your action 
points here - thinking of everything from bin location and cleaning units to a robust 
replenishment plan to ensure things don't run out or overflow.

Task 4

Hand sanitisation locations - these need positioning at all points of entry and exit, so 
where are yours?
Also, consider where you need to install highly visual hand sanitisation and hand 
washing signage.

Task 5
Do you have individual or open plan offices ?
Consider adding sanitising dispenser at points of entry. Where are these?

Task 6
Safe working environment: Are all desks and walkways complying with the current 
spacial guidelines for distance, cleaning and handwashing/sanitisation?  
What changes do you need to implement before you invite your workforce back in?

Task 7

Consider changing the layout of tables, desks, equipment and locations.  If space is tight, 
reposition desks facing a surface wall or window, not facing a colleague.
If this isn't possible, consider screens around individual desks, remembering that this is 
an investment in your team and keeping your business going

Task 8
Seek always to minimise cross-contamination through desks, phones and keyboards. Do 
you need to position smaller hand sanitiser bottles on each desk area?

Moving forward, some questions to help you, assign tasks and instill processes..

What is your designated cleaning and replenishment plan and who is responsible for it? What specific 'Covid-secure' cleaning chemicals 'and 
equipment are needed? You may require some PPE, perform new tasks and increase your cleaning and replenishment frequency. Where will 
your equipment be cleaned, stored and be retrievable from? Hand sanitising dispensers and similar units need factoring into your cleaning 
regime.

TASK & FREQUENCY FREQ OF TASK (amend to suit*)

Task No.
TASK DESCRIPTION  
(guidelines only, please edit for your purposes)                                                                                                          

15 min 30 min hourly
Initials3 times 

daily
am / pm daily

1
ALL contact points, stair rails, entry and exit and touch points - give each one a task 
number. 
ALWAYS clean with covid-specified chemicals and equipment. 

30 mins at peak 
times? hourly?

2 CHECK: Is all signage clear, visible and fit for purpose? daily?

3 Individual team members responsible for cleaning: desk, telephone, keyboard, mouse 
and anything else they personally use

3 times 
daily? 

start, mid, 
close ?

4 All sanitiser, hand wash and dispenser cleaning and replenishment 3 times 
daily?

start, mid, 
close ?

daily?

5 WC Facilities (to be completed)

6 Staff Room (to be completed)

7 Lockers (to be completed)

This is just a starting point and generalises some common points to consider.
If you would like further recommendations regarding strategy, processes and cleaning implementations and critically, the 
correct chemicals, equipment and signage to use, please get in touch. 
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